The Core Values of Software Freedom
Q1: Who here thinks that your government's military should not operate in other countries?
Q2: Who here thinks that it should be mandatory to be vaccinated?
Q3: Who here thinks that Emacs is the best editor and/or operating system?
1. Free Redistribution
2. Source Code
3. Derived Works
4. Integrity of The Author's Source Code
5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups
6. No Discrimination Against Fields of Endeavor
7. Distribution of License
8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product
9. License Must Not Restrict Other Software
10. License Must Be Technology-Neutral
Free Software, Libre Software, Open Source, FOSS, FLOSS
elementary OS

The fast, open, and privacy-respecting replacement for Windows and macOS
Conversations (Jabber / XMPP)

Daniel Gultsch  Communication
PEGI 3

Add to Wishlist

**2.39 Buy

A free and open source Jabber/XMPP client for Android. Easy to use, reliable, battery friendly. With built-in support for images, group chats and e2e encryption.

Design principles
No development model
Software Freedom

- By anyone
- For any purpose
- Without negotiation
- No need to read license

- Distribute publicly
- To Help or self-benefit
- No permission required

Use  Study
Share  Improve

- Analyse
- Learn
- Discuss

- Adopt
- Extend
- Fork
- Repair
Unix
Reversed: first aid training
Diversity
Respect
Focus
Please support our charitable work for software freedom:

fsfe.org/donate